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Farer to begin meetings
with campus, community
By Maria DeVarenne
University of New Mexico presidential appointee Tom Parer is expected to arrive today and begin an
intense 7-day schedule of meetings
with various campus and community leaders.
The Rutgers law professor will arrive at 1:30 p.m. and is expected to
complete his stay Oct. 31.

Senatorial candidates winners

Bill Weeks, executive assistant to
President Perovich, said Wednesday
that Parer's "complete" schedule,
during his visit, has not been set,
noting that it has been revised for the
fourth time.
However, the University's Public
Information Office spokeswoman
said two meetings have been set.
Parer will meet with student groups
Oct. 28 from 9 to 10:30 a.m. at the
Cellar in the basement of Hokona
Hall.
Mary Ann Gluss. said Parer will
"formally" address the the Latin
American Institute at 3 p.m. Oct. 30
in the Ortega Hall reading room.
The rest of his schedule consists
of tenatively set administrative
meetings, Gluss said.
Parer, in a phone conversation
Wednesday, said he expected to be
very busy during his stay.
In an earlier interview, Parer said
he wanted to meet with "Perovich
and his senior associates.'' different
faculty groups, student-body leaders, and individually with the various college and special-program
deans.
Parer also said he wanted to meet
with various sectors of the community, including business and ethnic
groups.

Tom Farer

continued on page 5
Kylene P11rtln, left, end Melanie Emrick, •t•ffone of the ASUNM polling booths. Yesterday
momlng, foul weather kept many voters away with 11 me•ger turnout of just over BOO.
Students of the University of
By Kristie Jones
Dan O'Bryall':' 425: Mau Fetter-
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It was a fairy-tale student-
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senate election Wednesday night:
nobody lost.
Candidate Lisa Ayala, the only
woman on the ballot, withdrew
from the race just before the votes
were counted, leaving II candidates for the II available Senate
positions.
Denise Cordova. elections
commissioner for the Associated

New Mexico, said such a phenomenon had only occurred one
other time that she knew of. "It
was in the spring, two years ago,
during a presidential and Senate
race," Cordova said.
The following is a list of candidates' tallies, in order of most
votes received:
Jeff Walden, 472;Jim Hoppe,
454; Phil Casaus, 442; John Marcelli, 439; Steve Weber. 426:

man, 413; Pat Lopez and Brandon Pope, 392; Paul Ripley, 371;
and Robert Gutierrez, 345.
Tad Andemtan, Senate representative on the ASUNM Elections Commission, asked that
Ayala's votes not be read because, "It is not pertinent to the
public... Anderman added that
he would "rather be at a Grateful
Dead concert right now."

continued on page 5

SOLAS forum explores issues
students than be tore. Studcms who go out to the tlcld~
to try to help farmers have to do so with gun!>. as the
Ted Asbury. Tom Barry and Jan Black appeared farmers carry weapons, ·• he sllid.
Jan Black said Ronald Reagan has .. presented these
Wednesday at a forum designed to educate the public
wars as proxy wars between the Soviet Union and the
on the issue of Central America.
Asbury, Democratic candidate for the U.S. House. United States. If these arc proxy wars." she said,
stressed the importance of stable economics in Central ..they are between the left and right in the United
American countries. "We need to accomplish three States."
She said the wars arc also presented as civil wars.
things in Central America,,; Asbury said. "We need
but
not in the usual sense. "Genocide isn't usually
to provide for a stable economy. It docs us no good.
and it does the Central American people no good to be included,'' she said ... What these wars are, really. arc
working ever harder to only become further in debt. colonial wars. Only the massive involvement of the
We need to provide reasonable living conditions for United States sustains them. ••
"Reagan is fighting a phantom in Central Amerthose people. Show me a man who is hungry enough.
ica,., IJiack said. •'He says he's fighting the Russians,
and I'll show you a man who will kill.
"And after we do this, we need to allow people in but how could he be if they weren't there in the first
their own cuuntrics to build their own government,'' place? These wars will ultimately engulf the whole of
Central America, just as the Vietnam war engulfed the
Asbury said.
.whole of Indochina."
.. When we make that government our friend, then
.. The question you might ask is 'what to do?' There
we•n be ahead. We wun't have to look for a common· isn't really much we can do except vote. It might mean
ist under every bush." he said.
the difference between life and death for hundreds of
Tum Barry, an Albuquerque resident. said he toured thousands of Central Americans, .. IJinck said.
Central America last year. "I went to a number of
.. The other thing we can do is organize. The stuuniversities there.'' 13arry said. ''The National Auton· dents of my generation don't really realize what they
omous University of El Salvador was cluscd down. I did. They thought they had lost, but they really won. It
remember photographs of bodies lying on the noor. was the students who ultimately brought an end to the
taken unly a few months before I got there.'' he said. Vietnam War, and it may be the students who bring an
"The place was shut down, deserted. when I got end to war in Central America, .. Black said.
there."
The forum was sponsored by the Student Organiza13arry said there were similar situations inGu:ttema- tion for Latin American Studies in conjunction with
la and uther countries. "The Autonomuus University · the Associated Students of the University of New
of Nicaragua was open." Barry said. "Funding is Mexico and New Mexico Public Interest Research
provided by the government, and there arc M.W more Group.

By Kristie Jones

Ted Asbury
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Wire Report
Marcos' top commanders named in reports
MANILA, Philippines- Military officials Wednesday vowed to uphold
civilian authority despite an official report blaming the armed forces chief
and other generals for last year's assassination of popular opposition leader
Benigno Aquino.
The long-awaited report by the four-member majority of a civilian inquiry
commission charged Wednesday that Armed Forces Chief Gen. Fabian Ver,
Manila police chief Maj. Gen. Prospera Olivas, Aviution Security Command
chief Brig. Gen. Luther Custodio, 22 soldiers and a civiliun participated
either directly in the Aug. 21. 1983 murder or in a subsequent cover-up.
The panel members, who presented their report to President Ferdinand

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
works.
So do its graduates.
Four months of intensive training can
add market value to your college degree.
A sampling of jobs our graduates hold:
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCHER, MUNICIPAL BOND PARALEGAL,
REAL ESTATE MARKETING DIRECTOR,
ESTATES & TRUSTS LEGAL ASSISTANT, ENERGY SPECIALIST,
ANTITRUST SPECIALIST, CORPORATE BENEFITS PLANNER,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SPECIALIST
• Through our corporate contacts, our national search team and our
computerized placement service, we have placed over 5,000 of our graduates
in law firms, banks and corporations nationwide.
• You can specialize in one of seven areas of law.
• All courses include training in computer applications to legal practice.
• Financial aid and housing are available.
We'll be at your campus on November 15.
Contac~ your placement office to see our resource book on lawrelated careers and to arrange for a group presentation or a
personal interview.
To learn more, call collect:
(713) 951-0266. Or, return
the coupon.

r-------------

Mmllhts coupon 10:
UNM I
11The
lnshiUle tor Paralegal Tra1n1ng,
711 Polk Slreei,SU11e 900. Houslon,Texas 77002 1

1
1Ple,ase send a free copy or your catalogue.
THE INSTITUTE I Name.-~.-·
I
FOR PARALEGAL I Address
I
TRAINING
I City
State_ZIP-- 1
1 College
I
Houston
I Phone_ (present phOne) (home phone)IY< ot grad)..JI

-------------

Once you've tasted
Killian's Irish Red,
you may lose your
yen for Japanese beer.
Now don't get us
wrong. TheJapancse
make some pretty
fine beers.
But none of them
slow-roast their malt
like we do.
So no Japanese beer
has the color; the
character; the rich,
incredibly smooth taste
of Killian's Red Ale.
So the next time
you're about to order
your favorite Japanese
beer, try a Killian's
Red, instead.
You just may lose
your yen for nnything
less.

Marcos at the presidential palace Wednesday after a year of. testimony,
recommended that all involved be immediately indicted and tned.
Marcos, moving swiftly to defuse a potentially violent reaction to the
report, temporarily relieved of duty Ver and other military officials. named in
the majority report and a minority report issued Tuesday. He promised to try
all those named.
Opposition groups, however, called Marcos "rnorally.lcgallyand politically respot\sible" for the assassination of his arch rival at Manda International Airport upon his return from three years of self-exile. Aquino's family
demanded an end to Marcos' 19-year rule.
''We shou1d show to the world that nobody in our country is immune to the
operative power of our laws. regardless of their rank or status," Defense
Minister Juan Ponce Enrile said in an appeal for calm.
The commission's chairwoman, Corazon Agravu. broke with the other
four panelists and issued her own minority report Tuesday, naming one
general and six escorts but exonerating Vcr.
Both reports, however, rejected the military account that alleged comm~n
ist hitman Rolando Oatman penetrated a cordon of more than 1.200 secunty
officers and Aquino's soldier escorts to fire a single bullet into the opposition
leader's head. Galman was then killed by guards.
"Responsible officers .. , were persuudcd to plan and implement the
criminal plot in the belief that Aquino's presence in the Philippines would
pose a serious dc-estabilizing factor in the peace and order situation in the
country," the majority report said.
The second report brought the Aquino killing closer to Marcos than ever
with its accusation that Ver. who rose from the president's chauffeur to head
the Philippine military and security apparatus, helped cover up the crime.
"We arc also satisfied that the evidence proves the complicity of Gen.
Fabian C. Ver in this tragic affair, in attempting, like Gen. Olivas, to cover
up the crime, or hide the corpus or effects of the crime," the report said.
After hearing the report, Marcos temporarily relieved Ver. his most trusted
aide, at Ver's own request. Vice Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Fidel Ramos. who
attended the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, was named to succeed
Ver.
''The findings of both reports submitted to the nation arc most serious and
grave," Marcos said. "They are also shadowed by serious controversy and
differences of opinion.
"There is therefore all the more urgency to submit the Aquino case for
immediate action and dispostion by the courts."
Marcos also relieved of duty Olivas of the Metropolitan Security Command, who handled the military investigation into the killing.
Custodio, who as chief of the Aviation Security Command handled
Aquino's security, was confined to barracks Tuesday after being named in
Agrava's minority report.

Nine Americans killed in hotel fire
BAGUIO. Philippines - Firemen Wednesday retrieved the bodies of more victims of a blaze that swept
through a luxury hotel and killed !7 people, nine of
them Americans visiting for the 40th anniversary of
Gen. Douglas MacArthur's return to the Philippines.
At least 51 people, including 36 members of the
American Legion tour, were injured in the blaze that
gutted the woodframc, four-story Pines Hotel in the
hillside tourist resort of Baguio, 125 miles north of
Manila.
"The Americans have all been accounted for," said
Maj. Barry Glickman, a spokesman at the Clark U.S.
Air Force base, where the injured Americans- rnany
of them elderly and infirm- and unhurt tour members
were airlifted.
The fire erupted around II :30 p.m. Tuesday and
burned through the night. Officials estimated some 330
guests were inside the 423-room hotel at the time,
including the U.S. group and a 110-mcmbcr Asian
women's delegation.
A number of the victims jumped from windows to
escape the thick smoke and flames. Eight guests tlcd to
the roof, where they were tmppcd for hours until being
hoisted to safety by a U.S. Air Force helicopter, officials said.
"I was awakened by a knock on the door and alii saw

was smoke," said Henry Callihan of Houston. "We
had to get two roomboys to break down the door of a
crippled friend to get him out."
Police said the fire appeared to have started in a
fourth-floor room and may have been touched off by a
broken light bulb. The exact cause was under investigation.
Thirteen bodies were pull from the fire-blackened
ruins early Wednesday, but identifications were not
immediately available.
Four bodies were found Tuesday night, including
those of an American couple identified as Hamilton
Cosnahan, 70, and his wife, Lucille, 77, of Houston.
the Philippine News Agency said.
Glickman said nine of the dead were from the 186member tour of American Legionaircs and their wives.
but declined to release their names until the U.S.
Embassy in Manila finished notifying relatives.
U.S. officials said the American Legion tour was in
the country to attend ceremonies last weekend marking
the 40th anniversary of the return of MacArthur to
liberate the country from the Japanese. The hotel in the
popular resort is among the most famous in the Philippines and the grandest in Baguio. a city designed by an
American architect based on the development plan of
Washington, D.C.

Reagan, Mondale trade verbal barbs
Walter Mondalc. traveling
through rural areas along the Mississippi River. Wednesday called Pres·
idcnt Reagan's farm policy a "real
stinkeroo." Reagan'scampaign tactic was to compare Mondale with
Geome McGovern.
As~ the presidential caudidates
continued to pound at each other in
the Midwest. Democratic vice presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro
worked pivotal California in another
hard day of campaigning ami GOP
Vice President George Bush returned to Washington for a series of
television interviews beamed by
satellite to 50 sites across the
country.
Reagan completed a vigorous
three-day, cross-country swing at
Ohio State University in Columbus.
where he kept up his drumfire of
criticism of his Democratic oppo·
ncnt's record on national security.
The president repeatedly charged
that Walter Mondalc's "rhetoric
collided with the record" on his
claim that "he would keep America
strong."

Pointing to Mondale's Senate voting record. Reagan said, "On 37 of
38 issues, he voted down the line
with George McGovern," Reagan
said. referring to the 1972 Democratic presidential nominee who was
defeated in a landslide by Richard
Nixon.
"That's the record. not election
year rhetoric," he said.
Reagan also ridiculed Mondalc 's
statement that a president must be
able to act quickly under pressure:
"lt took him II months to decide
that rescuing our sons and daughters
in Grenada was a good thing."
A few pro-Mondalc dcmonstta·
tors were on hand as the Reagan rally
began, contrasting to Tuesday's
West Coast campus visits where students loudly heckled the president.
Campaign spokesman James
Lake told reporters that Reagan's
poll ratings are "stronger" since
Sunday's debate and he is leading in
every state except Hawaii and Minnesota, where data is incomplete.
Campaigning in Quincy, Ill., at
the start or a thr.:c-state hus tour.

WA~HINGTON (UP!)- Presioccurred moments after Reagan's
dent Reagan, saluting medical stu- arrival from a coast-to-coast camdents whose presence on Grenada paign swing.
was a major reason given for the
The ceremony was billed as nonU.S. invasion of the island one year partisan, but it h~1d all the trappings
ago, said Wednesday it was a turn- of a campaign extravaganza, and
ing point in erasing America's one sponsor of the students' trip to
"self-doubt and national confu- Washington and around the country
sion,"
was College Young Republicans
The White House ceremony, leader Jack Abramoff.
moved indoors because of_rain,
"Student Liberation Day,"
~~~~~--~------~------~

UPI reporter
honored for
life's work
WASHINGTON - Helen
Thomas, White House reporter
for United Press International,
Wednesday was named the 1984
winner of the National Press
Club's prestigious Fourth Estate
Award- the first time a woman
or a wire service reporter has won
the honor.
The press club's Board of
Governors voted unanimously
for Thomas, who began her
career as a copy girl on the nowdefunct Washington Daily News
and joined Unitcd Press International in 1943.
She has covered every president since John F. Kennedy and
while covering Kennedy, Thomas became the first woman to
close a presidential news conference with the traditional "Thank
you, Mr. President."
"I am honored and deeply
grateful to United Press International, which has always opened
wonderful doors of opportunity
to me in the reporting field."
Thomas said Wednesday.
Thomas was the first woman
officer of the Na tiona! Press
Club, the first woman officer of
the White House Correspondents
Association and its first woman
president in 1975.
The Fourth Estate Award.
established in 1973. honors an
outstanding career in journalism.
It will be presented to Thomas at
a black-tie dinner in' the Press
Club ballroom on Dec. 5.

Mondale charged that Reagan has
"worked to tear rural America
apart" and told Reagan to stop talking about the 1980 Soviet grain
embargo.
"Mr. President, it's four years
since that embargo has been lifted,"
Mondalc said, "Don't blame all
your problems on everybody else.
You're the president of the United
States. What arc you doing'!"
Mondalc called Reagan's farm
program a "real stinkeroo! · and said
he understands the problems of
American agricullurc.
''I'm the first licensed pcalicc inspector elected vice president of the
United States," Mondalc said. referring to a job he had as a young
man in Minnesota.
Mondalc also recalled an oftentold talc by quoting Harry Truman
on the occasion he spoke to a farm
audience from a platlorm built over
some manure spreaders.
"I've spoken all over the world."
Mondalc recalled Truman saying.
"This is the first time I've spoken on
a Republican plntform."

Reagan says invasion erased American self-doubts

•

marked by Young Republicans on
campuses across the country, was
publicized at the Republican National Committee meeting at the GOP
convention in Dallas in August.
''Our event is strictly nonpartisan," said deputy White House
press secretary Robert Sims.
Expenses for the students were
paid by two tax-exempt foundations, one of which is headed by
conservative Rep. Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga.
Sixty-eight of the students at St.
Georges University School of Medicine were invited, along with eight
of the servicemen who participated
in the Oct. 25, 1983, pre-dawn invasion, only two days after a terrorist
blew up Marine barracks in Beirut,
killing 241 servicemen.
On Monday, Reagan did not mention the Beirut Marines on that
anniversary, but he did speak: of
them briefly at the White House
ceremony.
Praising the bravery of the American invading force on Grenada,
Reagan said, ''This courage and
love of country is also what we saw
in Beirut, and we will always honor

those brave Americuns. "
Referring to the CHrter administration when Walter Mondale was
vice president, Reagan said: "During the latter part of the 1970s,
America passed through a period of
self-doubt and national confusion.
We talked and acted like a nation in
decline and the world believed us."
Now, he said, "I believe this
period of self-doubt is over. History
will record that one of the turning
points came on a small island in the
Caribbean where America went to
take care of her own, and to rescue a
neighboring nation from growing
tyranny."
The students earlier had lunch on
Capitol Hill and held a news conference at which studentJoe Galati said
the group has been asked frequently
if the military raid was really ncces·
sary and if the students were in
danger.
''The story of Grenada boils
down to one word- freedom," he
said. "Freedom for a group of
Americans studying medicine who
became stranded on an island where
there was a breakdown of law and
order following the assassination of

the prime minister.
"And freedom for the people of
Grenada who were on the verge of
losing the last few rights they had to
a group of hard-line Marxists determined to turn Grenada into a totalitarian Cuban-Soviet military outpost."
The invasion of the tiny island,
announced by Reagan the morning
hours of Oct. 25, 1983, was
spearheaded by American troops
and included a handful of soldiers
for several small Caribbean nations.
The Pentagon says 20 Americans
died us a result of the fighting, much
of it with Cubans.
The students, who resumed their
studies at Grenada after the invasion
last year, were brought back to the
United States by the USA Foundation and the Conservative Opportullity Foundation, described as nonprofit educational groups.
LaDonna Lee, of the Conservative Opportunity Foundation, said
private donors gave about $55,000
to bring the students back to the United States. She declined to identify
the donors.

Journalism department to be reviewed
By C. McEivcny

The University of New Mexico journalism department will be reviewed Thursday and Friday by an evaluating team from the Accrediting Council on Education
in Journalism and Mass Communications.
The council, which represents both professional and
educational media organizations, requires evaluation
for re-accreditation every six years.
The journalism department last received ACEJMC
accreditation in 1978 for their news-editorial sequence,
said Robert Lawcrcnce, department chairman.
"We're now striving to have the entire department
accredited, including both broadcast ami print," he
J u .;e 5crna said.
"A
d' , , d'
.
,
'
John Perovich cuts the ribbon at dedication ceromonies
for
cere llatlon m !cates a h1gh standard of teachmg
the new Student Services Center Building Wednesday after· and that the department m~ets generally accep.tcd stan., 1 )
d
S
,..
dards of workmg professmnals and academics," he
noon, as state Rep. Stewart H''' ,left an state en. 'om said. "It could also be a determining factorin grants."

Rutherford look on.

Dr. Billy I. Ross, chairman of the Department of
Mass Communications at Texas Tech; Stephen M. Murphy, news director at WOWT-TVin Omaha, Ncb.; and
Professor Charles A. Fair from Sam Houston State
University in Texas, comprise the ACEJMC evaluating
team scheduled to visit UNM.
·
The team has been provided with course descriptions
of all joumalism courses and background information
on the facultfs professional and acudemic experience,
Lawrence sa1d.
The evaluating team is expected to tour joumalism
facilities, visit classrooms and speak with faculty und
students. "We're not putting on any special show; for
them," Lawrence said. "We want them to sec us as we
really arc."
The team is also scheduled to meet Arts and Sciences
Dean F. Chris Garcia, University President John Perovich, Provost McAllister Hull and Associate Provost
Joel Jones.

We'll show you bow•••
Would you like to:

• Raise your grade average without long
hours over tests?
• End all~night cramming sessions?
• Breeze through all your studying in as
little as 1/3 the time?
• Have more free time to enjoy yourself?
• Read 3 to 10 times faster, with be:tter
concentration, understanding, and
recall?
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics makes it all
possible.

Evelyn Wood works -- over 1 million people,
including students, executives, senators, and
even presidents have proven it.

Here's what you'll learn:

• How to read faster ... 3 to 10 times faster.
• How to remember what you read ... The
first time ... Without re-reading.
• How to understand and comprehend
what you read.
• How to study ... How to get
organized ... How to take accurate
concise notes.
• How to concentrate ... So your mind
doesn't wander while you read.
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Forum
Free inquiry encouraged
Editor:
As a professor emeritus, I take issue with the self-righteous, humor·
less letter (10-18-84) written by Professor Bess Altwerger of the nine
worded department, i.e. "Department of Curriculum and Instruction
in Multicultural Teacher E:duoation", She denounoes Professor Berth·
old's articles as '' ... dangerous and destructive as any racist propaganda,.," Philosophy and Satire will know Berthold's articles are
not racist.
Rather than attempting to refute any specific statement of Berth·
old's, she makes a sweeping generalization of condemnation and
thereby evokes memories of Sen. Joe McCarthy's witch hunt and the
hemlock-carrying enemies of Socrates,
True educators should embrace Berthold's gadfly-genius with
"hoops of steel" and thank him for his health-giving critiques and
humor. Censorship has no place in a genuine democracy and who
among us is sufficiently wise to say what counts as "responsible
journalism"?
Mickey Mouse courses in any department and Minnie Mouse mentality may be tolerated perhaps, up to a point, but they should never
be encouraged or rewarded as such.
In my judgment, a required course for al.l prospective teachers
should be given by the Dept. of Philosophy examining, in detail and In
depth, Plato's Republic and Apology, This might help them understand what free inquiry and the search for truth really means.
The Lobo "owes" no one "a letter of apology" except to those
whose letters or articles have been garbled or misquoted.
Magnus Mack Homestead- Professor Emeritus

Educators new target for criticism
Editor:
Berthold is partially right when he writes about public education
needing improvement. However, everyone, including history professors, must share in the praise and blame for it by their contribution or
lack of of contribution to it, not simply education professors and
teachers. One gets the impression that Berthold is not always addressing public education in general but the College of Education in
particular. Could it be that Rick Berthold is a man who needs to always
build his own image at the expense of others? Could it be that he is
also part of the American tradition which (often in the guise of free
speech) incites and motivates potential hate groups to organize?
John Ames' response proves Dr. Altwerger completely correct. We
can't go at children, women, the aged and minorities that openly
anymore. Even communists are boring to pick at anymore. Therefore
we find a generically safe new group- teachers and educators.
Luisa Duran, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Curriculum and Instruction in Multicultural
Education Department

Plans for park take

~great

strides'

Editor:

I have been enjoying the Daily Lobo's feature articles on Yale Park. I
would like to applaud those whose efforts are directed at converting
the greensward into a parking lot. Certainly this is the most intelligent
solution to problems caused by a minority of the park's users. I am
glad that we ail have the opportunity to atone for the sin of having
allowed Yale Park to exist as long as it has.
What a distraction it is to see, anywhere in this fine city, several
thousand square feet of potentially productive property being wasted
on plants and pedestrians! If we can't get a burger joint in there to
compete with McDonald's and The Frontier, the least we can do is tty
to accommodate a few more cars.
The trees could be left standing - I know the cars woul(! need
shade to protect their paint jobs. However, l think it's more environmentally sound to do away with them altogether. It worries me how
rapidly the public seems to have forgotten our president's sage
advice regarding the pollution caused by vegetation. The 10 or so
economy cars, which the elimination oft he trees would provide room
for, would be a fitting commemoration to the great strides we would
be taking to freshen up the local air.
Jon Bouknight
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Although the sign at the the top of the chairlift at Sandia Crest Ski Area says closed now, it
won't be too much longer before there will be enough snow to open. Snow showers are
expected tonight in mountain areas, with travelers' warnings in effect for the Manzano
Mountains.

-..commentarg

Lecture to look at stepfamilies

No joke meant by impeachment threat
By Fred McCaffrey
SANTA FE- Get involved in
politics and you no longer think
like an ordinary citizen.
Take this question of impeaching our governor, for example.
(And where did you first read
about that? Notinsome rich metropolitan daily, where they pay
fat salaries to "investigative" reporters, but right here in the
weekly appearance of this humble column,)
There was a great outpouring
of wrath from the governor when
he first became publicly aware
that some lawmakers were considering the matter. He spoke of
"a cruel and baseless attack
waged by someone who hides
behind the cover of anonymity."
In other words, he fumed and
steamed.
That would lead some to conclude that he was shocked and
wrathful because somebody was
sneaking around behind his back
to do evil things.
THE OTHER SIDE: Politicians
don't see matters that way. The
very force of Anaya's wrath led
many of them to speculate that
the leak about the study of impeachment had come from the
Anaya forces, just so their man
could feign public wrath and
maybe defuse the action of his
opponents.

MAS ·K S·T 0 • M0 US TACH E S,

drafting of articles of impeach·
ment in the present instance
would seem to indicate some·
thing. Dissatisfaction with the
present governor must have
reached a new high, never be·
fore seen in New Mexico political
affairs, if this kind of step has
been seriously considered.
And even the word itself, "impeachment," has new resonances now.
When somebody suggested
that this might be the proper step
to take toward Jack Campbell be·
cause there was less than satis·
faction with the strange, round
capital building he had built, it
was taken as a kind of metaphor,
to demonstrate how high tem·
pers had gone.
But since the nation's experience with Dick Nixon, "impeachment" isn't a word people throw
Nobody actually proposed around lightly.
such a step while Bruce King or
You would be safe to conclude
Jack Campbell or Ed Mechem that despite the unlikelihood of
were in office. Oh, somebody this ever happening, some legismay have mumbled about it lator or legislators wanted the
once or twice, but not in such governor to understand very
fashion as to be taken seriously. clearly what they think of his perThere were not even such mur- formance.
murings at the serious level
If he is smart, he will take this
when Jerry Apodaca was gov- effort, once his anger at the preernor and he was more than ordi· sumption inherent in it had
narily compentent at stirring up cooled, as about the equivalent
controversy.
of a shot across the bows in navTHEY MEAN IT: So the fact al affairs.
that some legislator has gone far
This isn't a joke, and no one
enough to request the actual should regard it as such.

Sensible New Mexicans (a
group which includes some but
not all politicians) generally
admit there are no real grounds
for impeaching the governor, so
there is little danger of that happening.
But after saying that, one
shouldn't miss the point. That Is
the fact that such a proposition
could be seriously considered by
anyone.

By Carla Villa

Kathleen Padilla. founder of the
Albuquerque Chapter of the Stepfamily A~sociation of America, will
speak Thursday night about the uni·
que problems and rewards these
families face.
"The second marriage and the
stepfamily is a more complex relationship (than a first marriage).
Many people don't realize what
they're getting into, •· Padilla said.
Padilla said she has been a member of a stepfamily for II years.
Even though she is a counselor, she
said she did not find the transition
easy.

Padilla said ''the relief was horrendous" when she found a book on
stepfamilics and realized that others
had the same problems she was experiencing.
"Basically, the problems arc built
into the structure, as opposed to
being outgrowths of neurotic personalities." Padilla said. "The couple
may be extremely compatible, but
the children may not be."
Problems like these arc addressed
by the association with monthly
meetings at the local chapters and a
national publication, The Stepfamily
Bulleti11, which appears four times a
year.
"Our purpose is to ofFer educa-

MAKE .. UP ·T O·M AS QUE RAD E.

tion, inFormation, and support,"
Padilla said. "Most people arc not in
need of counseling. They need to be
educated on the dynamics of the
stepfamily."
The lecture will be held in Room
2402 of the Law School from 7 to 9
p.m.

VVinners------------continued from Pl!ge 1

Elections Commission workers and others present speculated
that the low voter turnout, a liitle
more than 800 students. was due
in part io apathy and in part to the
rainy weather Wednesday.

Senators Meekins and Proper
did not resign their Senate scats
but did not come to any meetings.

Senators Lopez and Walden
were re-elected, and two additional scats on the Senate remained empty this year.

The senators will take their
places in student government
next spring for a full-year term.
They will replace outgoing senators Adrian Arteche, Michael
Barbee, Kathy Ellis, Marty Esquivel, Annette Hazen, Dave
Proper and Holly Meekins.

Candidates were required to
have a cumulative grade-point
average of 2.0 or better and receive ISO student signatures on
candidate petitions to be eligible,
Fifteen students turned in petitions earlier this semester, De·
nise Cordova said.

Farer---

The next ASUNM election
will be held in the spring to select
a president and vice president, as
well as replace outgoing senators.

continued from page 1

Farer's appointment earlier this
month essentially ended a controversial presidential search that involved questions over candidate
qualifications. search legalities and,
recently. contractual disagreement~.
Farer is expected to assume the
position as president Jan. I.
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Administrator says ·uNM Hospital needs tax subsidy
lly Johanna King
/:di/11/...1. note: This

i.1

rile ,!ir.11 in a

{II'O·fle/rl ,,l'l'il'.\.

1\ mill levy that would supply a
subsidy for the University of New
Mexico Hospital will he on Bernalillo County ballot~ Nov. li, and Wil·
liam Johnson. UNM Hospital adminbtrator, said support is cs~cntialto

keep hr)spital spending "in the
black.''
"If it is not passed, by December
1985, the hospital will start going
into deficit. and it will rapidly get
worse," Johnson said.
The levy will give the lwspital
four mills on every dollar of asses·
sed property value. Passed by county voters eight years ago, this same

levy provided $7.3 million for the
hospital last year.
Some of this money went toWArd
the expansion of the hospital, including support of the new $9 million wing scheduled to open in
November, he said. But most of the
hospital's subsidies went towt~rd the
care of poor and needy patients.
Johnson said the hospital labels

people who cannot afford health
cure as "indigents." These people
meet specific criteria including low
or no income and non-eligibility for
Medicare, the federal health-care
program for people over 65, the
state's health care program for welfare recipients, and Medicaid, he
said,
Eligibility for Medicaid is state

Garcia, a professional with perspective
By M:tria DcVarcnnc

As a native of Albuquerque,
Chris Garcia, who "aiW<lY~
wanted to he u teacher," suid he
thinks irs unusual that he is at his
"hometown University." But he
added, "Who could ask for
more'?"

Garciu said h~: is very content
and satisfied as un adminiMrator.
hut h~ prefers research and
tcm:hing.
Oarr:ht. who graduated from
Valley High School. is one of the
·•founding father's" of the
KOAT. chmmcl 7. Ziu Poll. Garcia. alont; with Judd Conway and
Paul Hain, in I\!73 formed Zia as
a profcssionul opinion research
effort to help the station with an

"Sometimes non-professional matters get neglected, but I try to reserve
time for my family because I realize
there's more to life than one's profession."
election survey. Today, the firm
has grown into Zia Research
Associates Inc. with full-time
employees.
"I don't have time to participate very much in the rl'search
anymore. but I'm still the spokesman for the firm, so I get a lot of
the credit or blame." he said with
a chuckle.
Gurcia ~aid with his busy schedule he gets to teach u class occasionally, however he is not
teaching this semester. "I'm dctennincd to do as good a job as
possible when I tcach,but it takes
8 to 10 hours a week to teach a
class adequately, and it's not
easy to find the extra hours," he
said.
Garcia said it's important for
administrators to get back into
the classroom and remind themselves what "one of their primary

responsibilities is - .tcuching."
He said he thought educational
administrators should be "rotated in and out of office" so
more faculty members have an
opportunity to be in an administrative position.
As an administrator, Garcia
explained, he can't "follow his
own interests" because he needs
to support the faculty and stu·
dents, and "they're the ones who
set my agenda."
Garcia said being an admin·
str;~tor is an "important but temporary" position for him. He said
his job becomes frustrating at
times when he can't support the
faculty members on their
teaching or research efforts because of budget cuts.
"I'm not saying I won't be
here tomorrow." Gurcia said but
added he didn't want to be an

F. Chris Garcia
administrator throughout his
career.
At 44, Garcia has two daughters and a very busy work sche·
dulc. However he stressed the
fact that he tries not to neglect his
personal and familial responsibilities.
"Sometimes non-professional
matters get neglected, but I try to
reserve time for Illy family be·
cause [realize there's more to life
than one's profession."

defined, Johnson added. In New
Mexico, this aid is only provided to
single-parent families with extremely limited incomes.
Statistics, provided by the UNM
Hospital administrator's office,
showed that in 1982, $62 million
was used as a tax deduction by Albuquerque hospitals as bad debts for
indigent care. This unpaid amount
doubled between 1980 and 1982.
Johnson said the subsidy from the
county, and some money the hospital receives from the state, helps
offset the cost of indigent care, but
even with this money the hospital
still faces a serious situation.
UNM statistics show that subsidies provided the hospital with $5
million in 1981 and $7 million in
1984. But hospital debts, about half
of which come from indigent care,
went from $15 million in I98 I to
$26 !Jlillion this year. The rest of the
debt comes from unpaid bills or
Medicare's less-than-full coverage.
The federal program pays 74 to 76
cents on the dollar.
Aboutl4.5 percentofUNM Hospital billings as of June of this yc<tr
were for indigent care. This totals
almost $17 million, statistics indicated.
UNM Hospital is not the only hospital faced with uncompensated
health-care treatment. Johnson said
it treats more indigents than any
other Albuquerque hospital. But the
other hospitals arc faced with a
si!Jliliar situation. though on a smaller scale. As a result, health care in
the community has seen a
tremendous increase in recent years.
As an example, Johnson said, ''If
we had thttt $16.9 million, hospital
costs would go down substantially."
Increased hospital costs arc rc·
tlccted in what is known as cost
shifting. This happens when the unpaid bills of certain groups of pa·
tients arc distributed as a surcharge
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Discussionat economic symposium

Business· incubator center might hatch on campus
m~~keting t~e product,"

By .Juhette Torrez

ne

said.
IJNM wlll be a close participant
The possibility of the Albuquer- to the center," Kleinhenz said. "It's
que city government, local the fi~st time the city government,
businesses and the University of th~ pnvate sector &nd the University
New Mexico combining for the de- will be brought together in a comvelopment of a business incubator mon endeavor."
center was among the points discus•
.There is a possibility, Kleinhenz
sed Wednesday during a symposium satd, the center would be located on
given at the Anderson School of the south campus, and a report
Management.
would be submitted to the UNM
Frank Kleinhenz, chief city Board of Regents at their next
adminstrator, said the incubator ccn· meeting.
ter would be for entrepreneurs that
The i?ea was developed by the
have an idea but lack the business Econom1c Forum, an organization
sense needed to market the idea. comprised of individuals represent"They focus on the produGt, not on ing local businesses and all levels of

government.
Kleinhenz also discussed the possiblity of the development of a fcs·
ti val market.
"A festival market is a proposal
by the Rouse Corporation to develop
specialty market places with restaurants, small businesses, shops
and entertainment.'' said
Kleinhenz.
The fest.i val market, he continued, would be a combination of a
park, museum, and marketplace,
The area close to the railroad tracks
is the tentative location.
"We have been identified as one
of the four (fastest) growing cities in

the U.S., certainly among the top
I 0," he said. ''Those who subscribe
to a 'no-growth' concept are going
to be disappointed."
Kleinhenz said the city has grown
from a population of 332,000 in
1980 to 340,000 this year. He projecwd a growth rate of 3 percent a
year, "The greater Albuquerque
area will be in excess of 700,000 by
the year 2000 ,'' he said.
"That kind of development,"
Kleinhenz said, "is going to cause
proble!Jls, but those arc opportunities in my mind.
"We have the resources to sustain
a population of that size," he said,

•'as long as we continue the planned
business-like approach we have
been following in the past."
Kkinhcnz said there arc already
growth problems, such us parking.
"There is thought being given to the
privatization of parking," he said.
"I don't know if that will happen.
Parking could conceivably be taken
over by the priwte, side.''
An example of p~rking privatization, Kleinhenz said, is the building
and parking structure being set up by
a Phoenix-based corporation. The
parking structure would be the first
such structure constructed by the
private sector in Albuquerque.

Hospital
continued from page 6
to paying patients. Johnson described cost shifting as a hidden tax..
The increasing debts left by charity care each year leads to another
problem, he said, which is known as
''dumping." This occurs when a
private hospital refuses service to
patients who are unable to pay. "It's
unethical," Johnson said. "but it's
not illegal." The result often
\VOrsens the situution for <;ounty hospitals, he added.
Hospitals have two types of sys-

terns, single and two-tier, Johnson
explained. New Mexico hospitals
fall under the single-tier system.
"This means once a person enters a
hospital, regardless of his cthnicity
or ability to pay, he will get the same
trcatmel)!," Johnson said. Because
of this, the number of dumpings in
Albuquerque is relatively small
compared to other communities, he
said, But ultimately, if state and
federal suppon continues to decline,
Johnson said he fears that UNM
Hospital will be faced with an expanding crisis.
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THURSDAYS
"COLLEGE
NITE''

ALL
MALE REVIEW
featuring

The
"Magic Dream Machine"
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T.V.
Commercial
Search

Tuesday 6-9

Ladies Only

(Break &. Modern Dancers,
& lip-Sine Contest)

A touch of class
3 for 1 well drinks

No men til 9:00
$1 well drinks
all nite after
the show.

27 5 Montgomery Plaza NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
883-8176,

You've seen the restnow see the best
in new talent.

UNM Student Entrees
After Tonight's
Lobo·BYU
Football Game
Get in Free
with your
ticket stub.

For info,
call Ted
883-8176

6-8
Beer Bust
$1 draft
all nite

SAN LUIS·.

701 Second St., SW

(Second and Stover,
.3 Blocks from Greyhound Station)

1

I

PLASMA CENTER, INC.

Phone: 842-6991

I

I
:

I

!NEED CASH?!
Help yourself while helping others! Become a plasma donor for a few hours
each week and earn up to $98 per month as a new donor or $86 per month as
a return donor.

BONUS PROGRAMS

NEW DONORS: Receive an extra $5 on the first donation, and another
extra $5 on the third donation.

Also, WITH THIS AD, receive $2 extra for your first donation.

ANDREAS
VOLLEI'm'EIDER
and FRIENDS

R:PTURN DONORS: Receive a $4 bonus on every fourth consecutive
donation.

•

fRIDAY • NOV 2 e 7:30 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL, UNM

Donors with car and ualid driver's license: Bring in 3 or more new or return donors plus yourself, and if
at least three of your party don.ate that day, you, as the driuer receive a $3 bonus!

ALBUQUERQUE

*Be prepared to show a valid drivers license and your car.
*All of your party must come in at the same time.

THE·WORLO HAS BEEN SEDUCED BY THE
MUSIC OF ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER AND THE
SOUND OF HIS ElEClRO·ACOUSTIC HARP.

All Donors:

SUCCUMB TO THE MAGIC ON RtCORD. AND
HEAR HIM LIVE ON HIS FIRST MAJOR US. TOUR.

1) Must be between 18 & 65 years of age
2} Doctor in attendance
3} Open Mon-Fri, new donors 8am-1pm, return donors 6:30am-3:30pm
4) Cleari sanitary environment. Professional friendly courteous stam
5) Free parking in rear of center.

Please Help!
Your plasma is much needed by the medical profession. Some of the uses of plasma: treatment of
shock & burn patients, immunization against tetanus, mumps, pertussis and trMtmentofhemophilia to name just a few of the reasons why you and your plasma. are needed. Thank You.
(All bonus programs and normal fees may end without notice.)
!One coupon pot' new donol'l
1Not to be used with other coupon•'

SAN LUIS
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£XP£RIENCE THE WONDERS OF
ANDREAS VOLLENWEIDER.
ON CBS RECORDS, CASSETTES AND
COMPACT OISCS.

ADVANCE RESERVED

TICKEtS AVAILABLE
It Ill Glint Ticket OUtlets
Mtd the ~lox Office

For Info Clll T •I• C • K • E • T • S or 177·3111
A presentation of Golden Chord Productions
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Arts

Arts

Delights in the afternoon

'The more you drive . . '

Sinfonietta, chorus collaborate on Haydn program
"Haydn Harmonies," pre·
scntcd as the first or the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra's
Afternoon I>eligllts Series,
featuring the NMSO Sinforliet·
ta and the NMSO Chorus con·
ducted by Roger Melone. Sun·
day, 3 p.m., First Vnited
Methodist Church at Fourth
and Lead. Tickets are $6 f'or
students and suniot· citizens, $9
for others.
f Call the ~MSO box of!ice
at 842-8565 for inl'ormation.

New Mexico Symphony Orchestra Sinfonietta, led by NMSO

ussodate conductor Roger
Melone. The Sinfonietta is an in·
tirnate, chamber-oriented
assemblage of regular NMSO
musicians. The performance will
be the first of a series of three
"Afternoon Delights" concerts
by the NMSO.
The NMSO Sinfonietta made
its premiere lust year under the
direction of Melone. Of last
year's performances, Melone
said, "We received great reviews
last year. Our soloists are all out·
standing, and everyone is enthu·
siastic - performers and audi·
cnce alike.'· He added that the

Commentary/Preview by
J>avid Stucky
Chamber music makes n st;md
this Sunday with the help of the

NMSO Chonrs, also featured in
this Sunday's concert, is "a great
addition to the New Mexico
scene, They are fast becoming
the finest .chorus in the state."

"
. our soloists
are all outstandingf
and everyone is
enthusiastic-performers and audience alike."- Roger Melone

The program will by composed of the sturdy music of
Franz Joseph Haydn. The three
works chosen for the concert wi II
represent different periods in the
master's musical career. This
spread is particularly significant
because Haydn's career spanned
almost sixty years, and his music
evolved accordingly. The earliest
work performed on Sunday will
be the Cassation in G, a sort of
light recreational piece written in
1764. The composer's Nelson
Mass hails from the latter duys of
Haydn's life and therefore represents the master in full bloom.
The Symphony 93 in D will fill
the time span between the other

works and marks the beginning
of Haydn's most mature period,
In spite of its diversity,
Haydn's music and his lifetime
serve as a sort of measuring stick
for the accomplishments of some
of the greatest composers of all
time. At Haydn's birth in 1732,
Bach was contemplating his
famous B minor Mass. Haydn not
only tutored Mozart, but outlived
him as welL In !809, the year of
Haydn's death, Beethoven was
beginning to grapple with his

Emperor Concerto.
After the performance, Peter's
Fine Catering will provide cof.
fee, tea and sweets for $1 per
person.

Cleverly disguised as a gallery

~Post-modern'

hosted at AUA

"Hermeneutic Devices," Albuquerque United
Artists (AUA), through Nov. 24. Gallery hours
Wednesday through Saturday are 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
and Sunday, 1 to4p.m. atS:Zl Mountain Road N.W,
!/)Call 243-0531 for further information.

"hermeneutic" means "setting up. holding in suspense
and revealing an enigma in the narrative text."
He says the show will be fun.
It should be, since participants arc e11pected to wear
costumes for a show that promises supernaculum of
sorts. "We're tired of the serious art-gallery stuffBy Rebecca Saunders
wine and bread cubes," Abeyta said. Abeyta adds that
Among the many festive celebrations this pre- the AUA gives him and the other artists an outlet for
Halloween Saturday night, the Albuquerque United doing interesting things versus the ordinary traditional
Artists will hold its opening reception for "Hcrmcnuc- cowboy art usually seen in Albuquerque.
Other artists include Paul Arden, Patricio Chavez.
tic Devices" from 7 to 9 p.m.
Ray Abeyta, whose post-modern comic art inspired Teri Corbin. Danny Fuller. Luis Nogeira. Brian O'Con·
the show's title, said that according to Roland Barthe, nor, Joaquin Rainbow, R.K. Sloane and Mark Woody.

The MajlpoorTrilogy
LORD VAT.ENTINE'S CASTLE

$HO
MI\)IPOOR CHRONICLES $3.50
VI\!.1\NTINE PONTIFEX $3.95

•r:

Repo Man gets intense
Repo Man opens tomorrow at Don Pan·
cho's theater and runs through Nov. 15.
!/)Call 247·4414 ror information.
Review by R.J, Olivas
" ... that's why 1 don't drive," expl<~ins

a grimy Miller to the young car reposscsscr, Otto. ''The more you drive, the less
intelligent you arc."
Absurdity and comic relief fill the empti·
ness in a world reduced to the mediocrity
of materialism. It's all there in Repo Man,
a film almost without peer.
Repo Man stars HarTy Dean Stanton (a
space victim in Alien) and Emilio Estevez,
who you would swear is a dead ringer for
Martin Sheen 20 years ago. That's because
Estevez is the son of the popular screen
actor.
Like his dad's role in Apocalypse Now,
Estevez's character, Otto, is central to the
bizarre ~ituation encircling him. Life is
madness and futility, sometimes spelled out
in ridiculous little clips: "Hey, let's get a
drink," says Bud. (Cut to the supernmket
counter where Bud and Otto purchase a sixpack of generic cans labeled "drink".)
Sometimes the dramatic and the absurd
coalesce in more darkly humorous ways:
(Cut to two punks, Otto's former pals,
barging into a store to rob it. A shootout
ensues, one of the punks, Duke. lies dying
from gunshots.) Duke groans into Otto's
ear that society is to blame "for my sorry
situation.·· "Bullshit," Otto spars as Duke
Otto (Emilio Estevez) teaches the lobotomized scientist (Fox Harris) how to dies.
A distant cousin of film~ like A Bm And
drive in Repo Man.
~
His Dog or Road Warrior, Rcpo Mmi tells

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Mounlaln Club Mttting, TllUn.., Oct. 2S. 7;30 p.m.,
sun room 250 A·B. Upcoming evenls. !(·COUntry ski
s.waJ'I, elections.
Dump R••R•• In '8~ rollr Thursday, Oct.2l, UNM
North Mall (or SUB Ballroom If raining), between
noon and I p.m.
ASUNM Lobby Cnmmltl,. will be ho•tlng a

The First Fictional Feature Made in Nicaragua•••

workshop on New Me;dto's L.:gislaiure at the
TO DAY'S EVENTS

... widely acclaimed for its honest depiction of the clash between
Central American governments and Sandinisla rebels.

.Amerltan Nudear Soclet)' will hold ils Oct. meeting
on ThurS., Oct. 2S, 4 p.m•• room 303 of Farris
Engineering Center. Dr, M. El·Genk will .speak about
student Jnvoh·cment wfih the SympOsium on Space
Nuclear Power. TripS wilt be planned. Everyone

ALS.IIIO. {;,dlfV

wdcom.:.

~dJ/1fJ.

Oct. 2!. 7 p.m., in Casa del Solin the SUB, The topic

•••
••
G<e<,.,, camoflauoo and Sloe •
•
•
•••

AlOtaC<nem.'t!."F'~Rfiiia!.!!C 19B3AmlM!t~atoon.Corp

•
•
•

on your first donation only.

•

e

e

You must have a valid piclure J.D.
~-~~~1~
One coupon donor,not valid wilh other coupons~
Our new hours wm sta~ Sept. 3, 1964

•

(new donors accepted 12:30·3:30}

.

.~

e
e

Announces the
Triumphant Return
of the

WINDHAM HILL
"HEART
OF
AMERICA,.

Ramones
November 14, 1984,
8:30pm in
the SUB Ballroom.

October 30, 1984
9:00pm
in Popejoy Hall

$8.00 in advance,
$9.00
at the door.

and friends

TOUR
featuring
Shadowfax, Liz Story
and Michael Hedges

Tickets are

Andreas
Vollenweider

'rickets arl'l $11.50 and
$12.50 in advartce,
$12.50 and $13.50 at the door.
Tickets on sale now.

Friday
November 2, 1984
Popejoy Hall
7:30p.m.
Tickets $10.50
and $11.50

e
e

TTH 10:00·6;00

.

November 5; 1984
SUB Ballroom
"Election Eve
Blues"
Tickets are $6.50 students
$7.50 gl'lneral

SKI

Tickets subject to 75¢
service charge.
Tickets for Popejoy events
available at Popejoy Hall.

Tickets for all of the above events on sale at
all Giant Ticket Outlets: General Stores, KAFB Rec Center, Soundtrack Records and Tapes,
Wildwest Music, Que Pasa Records

•s4

Saturday,
Oct. 27, 9 to 4

Sunday,
Oct. 28 2 to 4

• Skis • Boots
• Poles

• Clothing •
BUY- Outfit yourself and your family
with downhill and cross·crountry ge~t
at reasonable prices. Ski Patrollers are
on hand to give adviCe. Saturday the
27th, 9 to 4, & the Super Sale on sunday

the 28th.

2

to 4.

SELL- Your equtpmentbybrlnglng II
to the Agriculture Bldg. Friday the 26th
from noon to 8 pm. tl.eglstratlon fee ::!5
cents per Item. If sold, a 15% rommiY·

stort Is charged. Proceeds buy medical
and other supplies for us~ on·the·hlll by
tlic Sandia Peak Ski Patrol, an all·
volunteer group.
PAYOFF PICKUP-Sunday the 28111
from 2 to 4 pm. Present receipt- pick
up your check or unsold Items.

'.rot

THE UNCOMMON IMPORT

;'"*

Sandia Peak
Ski Patrol

•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SWAP

Dixon
with special
guests
Monday

.
e

Upcoming Events • Fall 1984
PEG

•
•
•
•

•

ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee presents

Willie

"'"

DOSEQgiS
~
d

-~

,• C£RVtC£RIA MOCTEZUMA. sA

•

LE THEATRE DU NOMDP.E D'OR

:

•

MWF 8:00·3:30

(new donors accepled 2:00·5:301

The notorious Rodriguez Brothers, the
main rivals to the Helping Ha11ds Acceptance Company with whom Otto finds wmk,
get their own axes to grind out, looking fl)r
the Malibu. Otto becomes a rcpo man
rather scrcndipitously. and the chase for
bucks, boobs and beer commences.
At 20 laughs to the gallon, and every
one an original, Repo Man gets great
mileage on celluloid. There's plenty of
accessories - mohawkcd punks out for
thrills, grisly rcpo men. and nifty lines to
save: "Uh. nice friends you got. Otto."
"Yeah, I made them myself."
So go make some friends and sec what
Repo Man can steal li1r you.

•
:

·------~---------------------~·
•
Bring this ad for a $5.00 BONUS
•

will ~ ''Faithful ln Missiort.u Everyone Is welcome
to attend.

M1chael S. Landes and Abert SchWartz present a Miguelll!iln film 'ALSINO ANO THE CONDOR'
R i..::":~:.lL~~... jstarnng Dean SiociiWel and Alan Esqu1vel Du.ected by Mlguellitlln •
<. """'D"'"'.'"'""'"l'

:

Earn $70.00 per month as a regular donor & also receive many medical benefits. Your donation is needed
for the production of many lifesaving vaccines. Help
save lives and supplement your income. Call266·5729
or apply in person.

:

Womcn•s Center, 1824 Las Lomas NE, 4:30·6 p.m.,
Thurs., Oct. 24, All interested persons are en·
couraged to attend.
lnlernrslt; Cbrl111lan Fellowship wltl meet Thursday,

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale Blvd. SE
Alb.,NM 871 06
266-5729

the story of civilization in decay around its
television sets and one man's walk through
it all. Actually, Otto. runs through a good
deal of it. But that's OK because, "The
life of a rcpo man is always intense." as
Bud, the career auto repossescr exclaims
after a crazy car chase thro\tgh a Los
Angeles drainage canal.
The plot follows the frenzied route chartered by a '64 Chevy Malibu captained by
a lobotomized nuclear scientist (Fox Harris). The heap is hauling around some
strange cargo which cats anyone daring
enough to open the trunk. Zig-zagging
through the Southwestern desert aud ending
np in L.A., the car attracts an assorirncnt
of government agents and UFO hunters
bent on nabbing the mysterious contents for
their own purposes. Car repossessors get in
on the action when a $20,000 bounty is
offered for the hottest wheels this side of
Venus.

Sunday
October 28
2:15p.m.

LES PI\ESIEUSES 1\IDICULES
(The Silly, Supercillious Ladies)
In French with simultaneous English projections)
Popejo Hall U.N.M •

Papc 10. New

M~xico

()aily Lobo. October :!5. !9H4

Page II, New Mexico Daily Lobo. October 25. I<JH4

sports

Sports
First, it was Syracuse
By .Jefl' Wells
Boll the donr and hide the children. The Cougars an.! on the prowl.
The fourth-ranked Brigham
Young. Coug.urs come into University Studium tonight to di~play their
awesome ucrhtl attack in front of an
expected cruwd of 23.000 <lnd a

Johnny Jackson
national television audience that
could number ;1s high as 33 million.
watching on ESPN.
The victims in this scenario arc
our own New Mexico football
I.obo\. They fit the bill as hupless

victims. having. lost their lnst three
games <Uld eight starters. Oddsmakcrs say the Cougars arc a 19- to 21point favorite in tonight's contest,
scheduled to ~ttu·t <1t 6: !0.
BYU enters tonight's game ranked second in the nation in total
offense, averaging 485 yards a
game, 369 of that coming through
the air, where it ranks first nationally. Robbie "Air" Bosco. the
Cougar quurterbuck, leads the nation in total offense and passing efficiency.
On the ground, those very few
times BYU decides to run. they
often usc Lakei Hcimuli. Hcimuli
has accounted for 371 ofBYU's 812
yards rushing this season.
How do you stop the Cougars'! "I
don't think you completely ~top
them," said UNM head Coach Joe
Lee Dunn. "You've got to slow
them down, and, hopefully, your
offense will score some points themselves and keep the ball away from
them."
Keeping the ball away from them
has been a problem for the Lobos the
past three weeks, as demonstrated
by the six turnovers UNM committed against Wyoming.
Personally, Lobo starting QB
Todd Williamson is feeling pretty
good. His performance in the
Wyoming game was one of the few
bright spots for the Lobos. "I feel
great. Just for us to accomplish what

are Lobos next??

we did with the injuries we had, we
did well. I feel good abl'Ut it, and
I'm sure the team feels good about
it."
Dunn thinks the Cougar offensive
line is one of the keys to their success. " ( think that their offensive
line is superb. Had their offensive
line been we.ak early in the year, I ·

Wrong.
It might be a Httle late, but the
Wolfpack has found some intensity
and emotion. "We're pumped,"
said Williamson. "They're the No.
4tcam in the nation, and we'rereally
excited. We feel that we (!(!IJ beat
them, but we 'rc going to have to
play a great game on both sides of
the ball,"
He continued, "If we stay on the
field a lot, we can keep them below
35 (points). If they don'! score 35,
we should be able to beat them. "
Running back Willie Turral
thinks the Lobos can move the ball
against the Cougars. "They're (the
BYU defense) good. They're big.
but I think we can run outside on
them since they are so big."
The status of the Lobo injured remains about the same. Ray Hornfeck will not suit out for the game.
Johnny Jackson will dress, but a decision on his availability won't be
made until game time.

can beat them,"
Stevenson thinks that the defense
is ready. "I think we arc. We've
pulled together since last week, Last
week, I don't know, we fell apart.
Now we're going to play as one."
When asked about Stevenson,
Dunn answered, "He practices

"It (the injured ankle) is pretty
good, Jackson said, "It's a lot better
than it was last week. I ran on it all
week and hopefully ... ''

Robbie Bosco
think they would have had problems
moving the ball."
With all this going against them.
you might think that the Lobos arc
moping around waiting tor the <IX to
drop.

Coors salutes the
Leisure Services
Team of the month

For freshman Anthony
Stevenson, tonight's game will be
his baptism under fire. Stevenson, a
cornerback from Clovis. was inserted into the starting lineup to replace Darren Jenkins. out for disciplinary reasons.
Stevenson never expected to play
so soon. ''I worked hard and thought
that one day a chance would come
up." Talking about the Cougars he
stated, "They're a pretty good team;
they're a real good team. But there
ain't no doubt in my mind that we

Anthony Stevenson
hard. he acts like he enjoys football,
so he is going to get a chance to play
the game."
Points After: ESPN play-by-play
announcer Jim Simpson has been
culling it as he sees it for Four networks in 46 states. After 30 years in
the business, he's finally made it to
New Mexico. ESPN, which just
celebrated its fifth anniversary, is
owned by ABC Video Enterprises.
Inc.
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UNM conducts drug tests, random room searches
By Scott Carroll
The University of New Mexico
Athletic Department, following an
emerging national trend among the
larger universities, has begun testing
its athletes for "street-drugs" and
other non-therapeutic substances.
Currently, only the football and
baseball teams arc being given the
urinalysis tests, but Athletic Director John Bridgers said he plans to
expand the testing to all men's teams
and some women's teams next year.
''We started the program because
it is quite evident that drugs have
become a problem on college campuses and in our society, and we
don't want our athletes to take
them,'.' Bridgers said. "The purpose of these tests is to help the
athlete. Drug use can be very costly
to a player, his family and his reputation. This gives him an extra incentive not to take drugs."
Head football Coach Joe Lee
Dunn agreed that these tests can act
as a deterrent to drug use,
"Drug testing gives a kid an out, a
way to say no, and that helps kids
nowadays," said Dunn. "They
have a way to tell their peers 'No, I
can't because I have to take these
tests.' "
When Dunn began testing his
players this August, UNM joined
the more than 30 majorcolleges conducting such tests. A proposal by the
National Collegiate Athletic Association requiring athletes to undergo
drug tests at NCAA championships
and bowl games will be voted on at
the association's annual meeting in
January,
Dunn said, "I started the program
because I feel it's going to be mandatory within a year's time, and I
didn't sec any sense in waiting."
Head athletic trainer Tow Diehm,
who oversees the testing, which has
cost UNM about $10,000 already,
would not specify what drugs the
players arc being tested for.
"I will only say thai they arc
being tested for marijuana and other
non-therapeutic drugs,'' Diehm
said.
Bridgers also did not specify, but
said, "We're trying to discourage
them from taking any drugs."
Some lawyers believe tl11i tests
could be challenged in court as an
unlawful invasion of privacy.
Last September, the American
Civil Liberties Union in Washington, which opposes the testing of
athletes as an illegal search, won a
preliminary injunction from a District of Columbia Superior Court
judge to stop the arbitrary testing of
Washington police officers for drug
use.
ACLU staff lawyer Elizabeth
Simons said, "Urine tests arc a
search. and you can't do a search
without a warrant."
Dunn said every precaution is
being taken to make sure the tests arc
n!lt unlawful. "Each player, along
with that player's parents, sign a
consent form which was very carefully drawn up by VNM attorneys. •·
said Dunn.
However, baseball Couch Vince
Cappelli said his players sign no
such fonns.
"I'm the coach, and if I say this is
what we'll do (testing) then that's
what we're going to do," Cappelli
said. "So far, none of the players
have complained."
Bridgers said if a player fails the
test, that player's coach decides
what action will be taken.
"I think the people closest to the
players should decide whether to
suspend or dismiss him,'' Bridgers
said. "It is not something a large
group of people should be involved
in because too many differences of
opinion is counter-productive.'·
Dunn said the team has specific
tules and guidelines that they go
over at the bcginnill!l of the year.

The guidelins specify what actions
will be taken. .
"Basically," said Dunn, "weretest the player to make sure there was
no mistake, If there is no decrease,
they get talktld to, If they are tested
again and .still show no decrease,
they are suspended for a game and
must go to a drug counselor. If they
do not show uny improvement and
continue to take drugs, then we must
get rid of them."
Cappelli also said he has his own
set of rules, which he goes over with
the team before the season starts.
''We try to work with the players,
not against them," said Cappelli.
"And each case is different. One

player may fail the test very bad,
while llllothcr may not. We must
find out what the situation is and
then take steps to fix it ....
Despite the controversy surrounding the drug tests, one group unanimously in favor of the testing is the
athletes' parents.
"I even get letters from them
thanking me for testing their sons,"
Dunn said.
Bridgers echoed Dunn's senti·
ments, "They (the parents) are totally, unanimously in favor of it. I
don't know of one parent that has
objected to it."
Dunn has also started conducting
random searches of the players'
rooms.

"They sign release forms for that
(searches) too," Dunn said. "This
is all part of being on the football
team. Each recruit is told before we
sign him about all this, so they know
what to expect. We don't want to
sound like we arc vigilantes; we do it
for the welfare of the kids."
UNM law Professor Leo Romero
said, "As you might suspect, there
is much disagreement on this (room
searches). There are many cases of
students suing a school that searched
their purse or their locker.
"Cases are going both ways on
this issue. A room search is different. It may appear to be more like a
person's home, but it is owned by
the school. There arc arguments for

both sides. And if there is valid consent, a person could give up their
rights, but it depends on the facts in
that particular case.''
Lawyer Nancy Hollander. former
director of the New Mexico ACLU
said, "It sounds pretty outrageous to
me. It sounds as if they are asking
someone to give up their rights. I
don't know that they could require
it."
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trac~ption, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

Housing

Advertising
1:311\/arronlial/

TWO JJEDROOM HOUSE for RENT. $250. Par·
tially rumished. Walk to UNM and TV!. See at 1004
Buen~ VistaSE.
10/31
ROOMMATE WANTED MALE/Female, 2·
bedroom, $135 plus v, utilities. 5 min w.alk to school.
Call Dan- 255-6049/271·6907: leave message,I0/30
A HOUSE FOR $220/mo. Very creatively converted
garage is a studio apartment w/slecping tort close to
UNM. Furnished, utilities provided, references
required. 842·6550; 255·2892.
10/30
MIF JtOOMMATf; SIIARE 2 bdr townhouse 2 blks
UNM. $157/mo. 11 eler.trlc. Serious student
preferred. 243·6877.
J0/29
WANTED TO RENT: Quiet, responsible non·
smoker desires to rent small house or private room
near IJNM. Call Sue ~rter 6 p.m. or leave message.
277-3464.
10/25
HOl,JSEMATE NEEDED TO share 2 br house, I·
40/Rio Grande, Quiet, mature male/femal~
preferred. $187.50/mo plus utilities, Available Nov.
I. Chris - 243·6$59.
10/29
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEil: Prefer non·
snloker. Near UNM, $132.50/mo plus Vi utilities.
Must like animals. Call Marsha: 255·7435 (H); ~44·
7369 (W).
I0/26
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share nice 3-br house.
Washer/dryer, greenhouse. Along bike route to
campus. Sl50/mo plus y, utilities, 884·9522 or 277·
1717.
10/26
1 ROOMS FOU rent. $175/month includes uttlitles.
Ca!J Janene/Oary aftcr6 p.m. 884-0604.
10125
FOR RENT: E.'FJCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $250/mo., for one person, $270/mo. ror 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnlshed·securlty locks and laundry fllcllities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
TJIE CITADEL: SlJPERB location near•UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room 11nd laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 UnlversityNE.
243·2494.
trn

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Las N oticias
1\WNM I.OBIIY COMMITrEE will host a NM
1 c~,;lanve Work~hop today nt the Women's Center
~!4.111 p.m. For more information, caii271·SS28.
10t2S

t.SU:lliANTF:s POR l.i\ t'ultura will meet today at

p.m.. Cht<ano Student Scr•ice, Ceuter 181 ~
!h•nta hcryonc welcome.
IOt2S
ASl!NM J.u.M COMMirrEE will show "Aislno
And the ('ondor" ··~ the ftrst film produced in
Ntcar.t~U<I - Thursday and Friday at 7:15 and 9:15.
ou ';aturday, "Under I'Jre", 11arring Nick Nolte and
t·~·nr lht~kmun at 7:1 ~and 9:15. All shows in SUB
I lib\ nu•. for more info call277-5608.
10126
llOR~f STUDENTS, ('OM~: to the annual haunted
h.. a,c thi1 friday frnm 8:00 ti:l 10:30 p.m. in the
t dl,u $.10admislion fee.
10i26
(1)LOU PHOTOGUAI'IIY SHOW: COLOR: IN
'ii·Ait<'ll OF PUNCTUM, an exhibition of color
rh•'l"graphs and works in which color photographs
pin;· an integral role. :For work to be considered,
dchvcr no more than ten 1mnges to the ASA tiallery
(upcn Juesday·l'ridny, I J.4) by FRIDAY, OC,'·
I Olll'R 26th or call Jim Featherstone at243·3645 as
··•••Ill a~ possible.
10125
~j()flltTAIN <'l.tlll MEt:TING. Thursday, October
z~. 1:W p.m. Room 2SOA·D SUD.- Upcoming
C\Ctll<
dubx·~OIIIltrnki swap- elections- •
10125
(AMD()A CHI AI.PIIA October Rush NOTHING
JIUT THE Dl'ST. 1815SigmaChlRd.242·0824.
10126
tURN MEMORY AIDS! Free. Oct. 26, 7 p.m.,
Y••~a c·enter, 3213 Central.
10126
('ONCI-:PTIONS SOUTJIWt:ST IS having a meeting
1hundny, 10125184. All interested person5 arc in·
"ted to attend.
10/2$
U'\1'. (iNASIIING n:E'ru. DUCKS (our song
themes). SVIRKA Women's Balkan Chorus needs
wrrano. Relteatsals Tuesdays, 6:30.9:30. Call 877·
4430, c1emngs.
10126
h.IKJ

For Sale

Personals
WVf:LV ZTA CUDDJ,EDUNNIF.Sl Our eternal
grutttude ror bestowing upon the new kids In town, a
J!Ottrrnet dinner, and a warm reception. The Daring
(but Docile) O.U.s.
10125
EVAN L. - IIAl'PY birthday! We are the best thing
that c~er happtned to me ..."Lovec".
10/25
ut:EuEJo:: ONEMOREdayandcourtlingl. 10125
U)RRAINE: CAN YOUR avanl•garde, selr•
a•tuaiJlcd accomplice procrastinate (with good
rCD50h)1.
10/25

Food/Fun
COLLEGE NICII'f AfTER the game. <let In free
WITH GAME STUB. WA'fCH OUR Commercial
Search Contest! THE LAUNCH SITE.
10125
JOliN NICIIOLS, JIMMY Santiago Daca, Jlnvlgne
C"ortazar, Joanna de Keyser, and a cast ofthousandJ
Wtll ptrform In a benefit for Judy Pratt! Saturday,
October 27. Salt of the Earth Books 5-8 p.m. 842·

mo

JIOME TYI'ING SEI{VICE, Retired professor.
Grammar, spelling, confjdentiulity guaranteed, 2941365.
10/26
TYPING. 25% DISCOUNT with UNM ID. Quality
word pro~essing. Wordstuff, leave message. 294.
0899.
11/02
DI{OKt:N TAPE CASSETTE? We fix!! Cassette
Cmner 222 Yale SE.
10126
A(TUIIATE, EXCELLENT TYPIST. Term papers,
re!umes, etc. 294·0167.
11/30
YO<iA MOTION - UNIQUt: body expression
''SelfHealth Insurance", Tony- 255·8790. 10126
TYPING SERVICES, n:UM papers, repons,
studies, theses, resumes. A & I. Word Processing and
Typin;tServices. 294·0273.
10/26
PROt'F.SSIONAL WORD PROCESSING service
papers, theses, dissertations, free editing, special
student rates. 298·6006.
11102
512 CUTS, YEAR 'round to ru!l·lime students With
t.D. Villa Hair Design, 2214 Central SE. Call 255·
3279. Walk·ins welcome. Tuesday·Saturday 8:30
n. m.-6:00 p.m.
I 0126
QUAUTY T\'.PING. FAST, accurate, affordable.
294-8133.
10/26
IIOUSEBACK RilliNG LI;'.SSONS. Beginner to
advanced. English or Western. Jeanette- 822·8473,
.
II/OS
90 CENTS PAGE, degreed typist. 344·3345. 12110
FIUST WORD PROCESSING. Thesis, Disser• '71 CAPRI- PARTING out: New, almost new, old
tations, Term papers, Manuscripts, 8500 Menaul.
parts. 877·0185.
10/26
298·9468.
10/26
IIANDMADE 2lll DRAWING table SSO. King·slze
PROFF.SSIONAL TYPING: MARY, 265·1088 mattress 550, Lots more all In fine condition. 255·
EVENINGS,
10/31 4526.
10/26
WORD PROCESSING. OVER S years experience, .BICYCLE 23" CENTIJIUON LeM11ns with esge
Highest quality. Dissertations, theses, papers. 822· renders, blackburn rack, exuas. $150. 255·4526,
0342.
10/31
10/26
IIIGII QUALITY TYPING on word processor: SALE! WOMEN AND Infant cloth for sale. Each
reasonable rates. Call Good Impressions- 2!14-1564.
baby Item 2·$5 women 5·10$, Sat and Sun 28/29, Oct.
11/09 From 11 a.m. to7 p.m.l17 StanrordSE,
10/26
TYPIST, TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970. 10/31
FOR SALE: NIKON Mount 28·85mm Vivltar 200m
TVPING.155·33J7,
10/31 $80, 8S·205mm Vlvitar200m $80 enlarger with easel,
safelight, 35mm and 4xS'' carriers with illford
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. IBM. Pickup/delivery muliigradc filters Sl 10. Scon- 277·8779; 877-8516,
(20 page minimum). 281·29U.
1114
10/26
TUTORING: ENGLISII AND french, Degreed. ELAN 185c.m. $50 HEIERLING boots 8Vi SSO. Call
Certified. 256-3235.
•
10/31 Sun· Wed: 6 p.m.-midnight, 841·8081 Terry. 10/30
WORD PROCESSING PAPI:RS, resumes. APA, 1981 SUZUKI IISOG. Beautlrul, loaded, Sacrartcc
MLA formats, etc;, Jim, 255·2150.
10/31 $1400.766-2816 (W); 266·4590 (H).
10/30
1'APERWORKS -266-1118.
trn TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON, 1970 work vehicle.
11JTORJNG·MATIIEMATIOi,
STATISnCS, Runsgrcat,$400. firm.26S.0377.
10/30
French- Master's degreed Instructor. Reasonable,
I BANET GUITAR, Rlckenbacker amplifier and
Evenlngs26S·1799.
trn wires. S27.S or best ofrer. Call266-0024,
10/30
TYPING FAST, ACCURATE, Arfordable299·JJOS,
FUTON,
ZABUTON,
Z.UlJ,
exercise
mats,
Buck·
12/10 wheat hull pillows. Btlaht Future futon Company
PRIVATE GUITAR JNSTRUCllON. Beginners to 2424 Garfield SE. 268-9738.
11/02
advanced, All styles. Reasonable. Tony 344-9040.
BRAND
NEW
UNTOUCHED
IDENEZ
acoustic
11/09
guitar with cutaway. Hardshell case Included. $450
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales, obo. Arthur - days - 898·6113: evenings- 255·
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 26~·331 5.
tfn 0516.
10/30
Pt:RFORMING ARTS 5111010 2219 Lead Ave SE, FISIIER 17GCM W/look bin dins $75, Hart Freestyle
256-1061:266-3067 Ballet, Jazz, Vocal coaching. trn 175cm $60. Men's Konach size 7 S7S. Men's
SOFr CON'fACf LENSES are now very reasonable · Daleboot size 7 $75. Ladles Nokdica Comp size 7
for everythingl Call - Make appointment. Dottor $100. Ladies Lanse site 6 $75. Ladies Nordica site
10129
Eye Clinic, across rrom LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE. $Yz $60. cati2S5·1927 or821·7272.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACf••POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west orW ashlngton.
trn
ACCURATE INFORMAnoN ABOUT con•

tom

OrR COMMERCIAL SF.ARCII continues every
Tlmmlay during College Night. Lip-Sinchersl
llan•ers! The tnunchSite. 883·8176 Ted.
10125
OOONIE'S, n24 CE!IiTUAL SE (across rtom
fairgrounds). 3 ~ Hamburgers- 99 cents!
3 ·- Fries - 99 centsl3 - 12 or. Cokes- 99 cents!
~hundMntch!.
10131

Services

r.
1

Employment
CAPO'S, 72~ LOMAS NW, now hiring part·time
waiter/wai(ress staff. Apply in person.
10/29
ON TilE JOB traning in the ltlgh tech field of
computers. Worl<. study qualified. Cal277-809$ from
0800-6:00 p.m.
10/31
PART·TIME SALES, Must have sales and/or
personal computer experience. Minimum of20 hours.
Send resume to Softwalre Centre 7618 Menaul NE
Albuquerque 87110.
10/26
PEUSON TO DO painting; yard work, rug cleaning,
Must be conscientious w.orker, 20.25 hours/week.
Hours flexible. Pay/hour commensuate with finished
job. 298·9976 ask for Joe or Darlene.
10126
TilE ESTABLISHMENT IS hiring lunch wall staff
and bus help. Apply in person. 1400 University SE.
10/26
MALE I'ART·TIME chauffeur needed, Must be
available Friday afternoor1s and Saturdays. Call Faye
for Interview- 344·7966 between9-10p.m. 10/30
EXCELLENT PART·TIME job: Ice cream
manufacturer. Must be over JB. Work with heavY
equipment, flexible hours 12-lj week()·. Will pay
above minimum aft~r training, Start Immediately.
Swensen's Ice Cream, 8216 Montgomery, NE, 298·
6940.
10/29
PART·TIME FEMALE attenllant wanted to care ror
handicapptd female grad student. 1·3 hrs/day, 2
weeks/mo. Position includes room, utilities and small
salary. C~ll Leslie- 277·5656, 9·11 a.m. or268-4892
evenings,
10/27
WORK·STIJDY NEEDED for City Pl11nning map
work. Call Sarah Oray - 766-7422.
10/26
RESEARCII ASSISTANTS NEEDED (2 or 3) for
Albuq. population and employment study. $4.25·
4.40/hr. Senior or Graduate Student, able to qualify
for work study. 6-8 weeks, 20 hrslwk. Call Debbie
Merrill, Southwest Lanrl Research 884·1937. 10125
KUNM NEEDS A work•study receptionist: 20
hours/wk. type 50 wpm. Work Tuesday and
Thursday. Monday ~nd Wednesday afternoons,
Contact Maggie Sparkman- 277-4806.
10/25
BOOKKEEPER. WANTED! DOF.S not affect
financial aid status. Experience preferred. ASM
students please apply. 55.70/hr. Kelly's Liquors, 2621
Tenessee NE. Ask for George.
J0/24
WORKS111DY POSITION AVAILABLE. Orfice
Assistant- typing, xeroxlng, library skills, data
entry on micro-computer helpful. Must be work·
study approved. Cali Mtuilyn 211·5151.
I0/26
BABYSITTER NEEDED NIGJITS, . Non•smoker.
Must have own c:ar. Call Kim 292·7370 for more info.
10/26
PF.ACE CORPS liAS volunteer assignments
available in forestry and fisheries programs overseas.
B.S. in biology required. Call 277-2961 ror inro.I0/26
ENTERTAINMENT TIIEATRE SALES part·time

c;O"'ered
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l2 slices of cheese pizza

T\'l'ISG. ACCt:RATJo.:, EXPERIENCED typlst
u~1ng word processor. Term paptrs, theses, resumes.
Nnn.-y, 821·1490.
1012S
TJIE WRITER'S CUOit'E. Typing. $1.00 per page.
H~·9801 !l>aytime)
10124
f'Rt.E DENTAl. SERVICFS: Dental Hygelne
nudcr.t seeks patients for !etlh cleaning and/or X·
ra~s.l1 1easec:all01ynis- 277-2983.
10126
PARENTS TO PARTICIPATE in pre-school C()oop
m hame!l. Must commit one rnoming !or two free
morilnigs.Ages%-4. 262·0591.
10129

'76 YOLKS BUC Excellent condition. Ray - 344·
7009.
10/29
BOOK SAJ,.E, GOOD prices. Everything must go.
Thurs., Fri., 10/2,.10/26. In Anthro llullding, 10/26
KAWASAKI 550 LTD, Oood condition $1400/bcst
offer. 5200 miles. Call277·3181.
10/.26
1975 CUTL.-\SS SUPREME 85,000 miles l'S PB AT
Good condition $900. 296·0877.
J0/26
1970 PLYMOVTH BELVADERE bomb, VerY
reliable transportation. 256·0085.
10125

I
I

OLDTOWN

1

1
I & a large soft drink
I, ____
s1.:_99
Coupon
good
IOday
____
... -1I
:!J.:~

Makers of Hand,made
Indian Jewelry

HEALTH
INSURANCE
at rea.anable rates
Hospitalization

Major Medical
Maternity Benefits
Insurance Management Corp.

265-6777

676 S.n Mateo NE
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Record Store

I1

I1

BACH·2·ROCK
10% off

•
:
:
:
E
:
:
:

To show our appreciation
for attending
Lobo football games
the UNM Baskin-Robbins store
would like to present
to 24 lucky fans
a double-scoop cone.
To win, bring your ticket
after the game and
see if your seat is listed.
If so, you win!

i
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SASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

__ ___________ _

1
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Corner of Central and Buena Vista
•
247·4626
:
Ticket stubs must redeemed no later than Tuesday after the game. :
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pasilions perfect for stupents, university 11ren day/eve
hours available for energetic artic!llate in(iiv!duals,
Excellent commissions, bonuses offered easily $200
plus, training provided. Cali Ms. fontera today
between 12·4 and 7·9 p.m. at 262-0927 (NMRT).
10/26
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5704 Lomas Blvd.
NE,
10/26
A FEW MATURE, intelligent, nice people to set up
appointments. Reputable locnl company. Sunday
thru Thursday eves. 5:30-8:30 p.m. Saturday a.m.
Near Juan Tabo and Menaul. 298·4849.
tfn

Travel
NEED PEOPLE TO share condo. Dillon CO, $6·
$8/night, X-mas break. 30 min, to Vail, Copper,
Keystone, Breckenridge Winter Park. 277·5282, 277·
2S82 private party.
10/26

Lost&Found
I.OST: BLUE BACK pack Thursday, Oct. 18th
behind Hokona in parking lot. Call277·2580, 10/31
UEWARDI $50 FOR a black leather jacket left at
"Frontier" or "SUB" on Saturday, Oct. 20th. Call
277-5473 to collect.
10/26
LOST UACOON- REWARD for ANY In·
formation leading to her recovery. 266·7197; '277·
6347.
J0/30
LOST; GUEEN·BROWN print umbrella from
Austria. Please call277·2983 iffound.
10126
MONEY CLIP/POCKET knife found in Mitchell
Hall Rm 104. Claim Marron Hall Rm 131.
10125
LOST: SILVER WATCJI, gold numerals, detachable
leather band. Call Emily 293·7352.
10/26
IF YOUR l.OST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and nts keys. Chril's Indoor Store, 11911 Harvard
SE, directly behind Natura! Sound, 262·2107.
tfn

Miscellaneous
IIALLOWEEN COSTUMES y, price. Plus great
selection of vintage clothing. ON BROADWAY. 11·
6, FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS, SE corner, Lead
and Broadway. 243·4774,
10/26
SITE SPECit'IC - DIKE rocks 11nd blue snakes, art
and poetry from female experience. Meridian Art
Gallery Oct. 28-Nov. 23. Opening reception Sunday,
Oct. 28 from2·6 p.m. 821 Mountain Road NW.ll/21
RESEARCH: CATALOG OF 16,000 topics. Send
Sl. Research, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago IL 60605
(312)922.0300.
)0/25
GAS MASKS, MASit scrubs, Camo Face paint,
fatigues. Kaufman's. A real Army/Navy store and
your Halloween Headquarters. 1660 Eubank NE.
293·2300.
10/30
WINTERWEAR KAU.'MAN'S, A real AtmYINBvY
store. Flight jackets, gloves, leather jackets,
unionsuits, sweaters, watchcaps. 1660 Eubank NE.
293-2300.
10/30
MANX BLAC" MALE cat 2 years. Registered and
pedigreed. For sale, negotiable. Responsible home
only. 869·2925.
J0/29
EYEGLASSES. WIIOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. .Dunedain
Opticians. 255·2000.
trn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Filament
5 Friendly
9 Kind of
porridge
14 Actor
Alan15 Celebes ox
16 Fruit
17 Decelerates
19 Fiber
20 Bearcat
21 Holdings less
debts
23 Lusters
25AMorFM
26 Particle
28 Extinct birds
32 Puncturing
37Courage
38 Finial
39 Sleep sound
41 Banff's river
42 Fastener
45 Passes over
48 Play parts
50 Simple
51 Coin sides
54 Meal
58 November
11th
62 Future VIP

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

63
64
66
67
68

Relative
Riesling, e.g.
Change
Soil
Ending for int
or off
69 Origins
70 Footballers
71 Instrument
DOWN
1 Fasteners
2 Supreme
Being
3 "What have

--7"
4 Bad
treatment
Slump
6 Shortly
7Crew
member
8Cioak
9 Emotion
10 Incident
11 Church area
12 Stave
13 Fish
18- Barbara
22 Append
24 Drunkards
27 Sage

29
30
31
32

Globes
Revelers' cry
Stitches
German
articles
33 Heroic
34 Number
35 And not
36 Weight unit
40 Constantly
43Lured
44 Harassers
46 Build
47 Vitalize anew

49 Convene
52 French city
53 Son
55 Ammonia
compound
56 Horse57 On the spot
58 Collections
59 Disturb
60 Boundary
61 Surprise
word
65 Brit. Navy
abbr•

